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Abstract

Due to a lack of emotional and visual character, many examples of current
architecture are identity-deficient, failing to communicate their communities’
values. Identity loss is an issue for all humans, as places are remembered based
on their distinctions, creating memory and recalling memory later in a solitary
space. Heritage is coded in symbols. Some of these symbols are created
consciously yet have unconscious effects. Most of symbols are forms, shapes,
and colors that generate specific reactions in the psyche, unconsciously, in
the form of habits and beliefs. All these patterns of experiencing are layers
of history, shared with all of humanity. I suggest the conscious use of these
physical forms and symbols to create identifiable and memorable spaces in
the user’s subconscious. The design aims to engage the user’s subconscious
in order to create an opportunity of interconnectedness between the user and
the space – ultimately, to reclaim universal self identity.
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Design Philosophy

“We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark; the real tragedy of life
is when men are afraid of the light.”2
As a young child, I visited many historic Mesopotamian sites. As a little tourist
with my family, I cared so much about these ruins that I fell in love with them;
I dreamed about them; I drew them in my little coloring book; I even fed them!
Growing up within such a rich heritage, with a family that liked to spend time
on historic sites, developed my interest in architecture. Studying architecture
in the land of the Phoenicians opened my eyes to the other. Other heritages
and cultures raised my knowledge like a phoenix, obtaining new life by rising
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from the ashes.
Comparing the architecture of the two heritage hearths (Mesopotamia and
Phoenicia) helped me understand the universality of our human existence.
As humans we share many things: our common senses, fears, dreams, and
our love to live. I believe that a large part of my design philosophy is based
on this common understanding that I have developed since my childhood.
My memories, tied to a collective subconscious, have developed my
understanding of architectural work as a social, collaborative power.
The monumentality of historical structures also fascinates me. It is beyond the
scale and size of the monument; there is something hidden behind the physical
parameter of these ruins. It is the spiritual value, the original unconscious
2.

Plato, as cited in Hallway, “Orthoscopy,” 143.
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moment of creativity. I believe that every architectural product should start
from the realm of the subconscious: where we have common knowledge;
where humanity is; where our dreams are; where we will not question the
validity of the idea, the idea that is embedded in our psychological shadows.
This monumental quality of idea shakes you, makes you rethink what you
have already thought about, and shows you the world without masks − an idea
that holds the details for the finest part of a building. That is what makes our
buildings monumental, because they are creatures of an infinite monument’s
germ of an idea.
Regardless of the project size, budget, or construction quality, every
architectural work should be built to inspire; should be built to shape our
shadows; should be built with the quality of monumentality.
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Manifesto

Beauty is the magnificence of the soul.
The wall is a canvas where you draw your dreams, lay your shadows, and
show your braveness and fears.
Architectural identity should speak with the modern human mentality, like
a trademark that you understand and interact with anywhere in the world,
because you are a universal person.
The notion of the universality of the modern persona, the civilized person, is
a universal brain that lives, develops, and interacts anywhere on the globe.
Place should impress your memory, become unforgettable. You will refer to

SECTION 01

that specific place as you know it, as you are part of it, as it is part of you,

Introduction

always.
Place accesses your unconscious, your dreams.
Light and shade burn into forms and shapes, are generators of specific
reactions in the brain, based on psychological and physical situations, which
help to access the unconscious and make it conscious.
Architecture is what we remember, it is what stays in our mind; the mind that
defines the human figure. We are humans, we are an emotional memory.
Architecture should create human identity through memories: architecture
should carry emotions; architecture should create memories; and, architecture
should recall memories. That is what makes remarkable architecture.
By the physical shadows of forms, shapes, and colors, architecture should
assist us to recall our psychological shadow; creating unity between the user
and the space.
1

Archetypes Matter
Architecture is losing identity, day after day, because designers are creative
people who value novelty, moving farther away from the essence of design.
Contemporary communities suffer from this design deficiency and the gap
between the user and the space is growing. Architects carry a responsibility
to act, to rebuild the bridge between the user and the space. Moreover,
architecture can help to rebuild the community and re-establish the links
between people.
In addition to human immediate consciousness, there exists a second psychic
system of a collective, universal, and impersonal nature which is identical in
all individuals.1 It consists of pre-existent forms, the archetypes, which can
only become conscious secondarily and which give definite form to certain
psychic contents.2
By returning to the essence of design (i.e., seeking the basic archetypical
experience), the designer must understand the user’s mentality and the space’s
ultimate origin. Building users – humans − have shared patterns of the psyche
that link all of them together through their unconscious. These patterns are
archetypes that represent themselves in unconscious architectural images. It
is time to consciously find the original patterns, to build new images based on
them, and thereby, rebuild community.

1.
2.

Jung, The Archetypes.
Ibid.

3

Overview of Context

Archetypes are a shared pattern between humans that acts as a unifying
element. Carl Jung described archetypes as: a collective, universal, and
impersonal nature which is identical in all individuals. Archetypes consist of
pre-existent Forms.3 This theme of archetypes will lead the design process
through two related design phases; the first is the Memphis Community Arts
Center, and the second is called The Shelter. In both projects, the reader will
encounter different archetypical Forms in design. With a span of 200 years
between the two projects, the author seeks architectural experiences that
can foster rebuilding of community through the use of shared psychological
patterns of archetypes. The author believes in designing with centuries in
mind; both past and future. As archetypes are timeless, the design projects
should carry this archetypical character and in some way be timeless. The
Memphis Community Arts Center will reveal to the reader many archetypical
experiences through patterned images. As it is designed to age in a specific
way, the ruins of this building, known as The Shelter, will render new images
for the same archetypes, holding on the essence of the experience.
One of these universal archetypes is art. The author approached painting
as a universal tool to heal and rebuild the community. To understand the
archetypical form, universality, and the power of painting, the author developed
visual surveys, through different events, by which to confirm the universality
and the collective existence of archetypes. (This full process is detailed in
Appendix 4.)
3.

Jung, The Archetypes.

5

This thesis explores the ultimate virtual context: a post-apocalyptic living,
where extreme circumstances are applied to test the theory of archetypes
as a tool for a universal solution. Thesis is initially contextualized through a
received letter from an alien; the letter and response suggest the underlying
concern for humanity, that people have become less empathetic. Through
this correspondence, the reader will gain a clearer image of the application
of the thesis.
Correspondence with an Alien, who intends to visit the earth soon. (Unless it
is destroyed sooner!) This letter is meant to explain what will happen.

To those who know how to read,
To the survivors,
To humans with humanity,
From another galaxy, far away from your ecosystem, we live
peacefully. We would like to help and share solutions.
After the “Minor-Social-Bang” that happened in the year
0001x, we lost all our heritage and history. We started
to build our culture from zero. With care and empathy, we
rebuilt everything.
After 2016x years from the “Minor-Social-Bang”, we see
your planet is going toward the same unfortunate end.
We are the Aliens of Planet X. We are interested in
visiting your sphere to help rebuild earth. What do you
suggest we bring with us? What do you need to restore your
globe?
Love.
7

To an Alien Friend,
Glad to receive your letter, and thank you for your
concern.
Our world is falling apart. Humans have abused nature,
wasted resources; we have temporalized our living with
ignorance resulting in poverty and inadequate education.
We insulted humanity; and lost our empathy.
In the past we shared symbiotic ways of living on a
beautiful little blue planet we call Earth.
It seems awkward to say “little” on a massive thing such
as Earth; my words will explain how it became little.
Our Mother Earth has existed eternally and is 70% water
and 30% land. Earth has wide-ranging resources, some of
the parts are rich with greenery, and others are rich with
oil. Which of them is better? Oh please, both need each
other.
We spread over all the dry areas of our planet developing
settlements. Mesopotamia, Ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome and
many other civilizations are examples of how humans shared
the Earth and promoted local cultures and identities for
one collective human heritage. Our old cities were built
carefully and grown organically with time. Ancient cities
were built based on cultural and environmental parameters.
The city matched its environment and its residents.
Humans shared emotions, habits, and values. Unfortunately,
9

we

shared

suspicion

too.

The

human

was

developing

civilizations to serve humanity, share experiences, work
together, and learn from each other until we reached a
point where we became suspicious of each other. It is
unsolved human behavior, where humans try to have and
control everything - everything.
By the Industrial Revolution, humans started building
cities rapidly, everywhere on the earth, both on land
and water! The eagerness to have more spawned a lack of
empathy that led humanity to world-class disaster. Wars,
terrorism, disrespect, corruption, and betrayal, all to
satisfy the human eagerness to have more, to control. Who
is the winner? We are all losers.
As a result, lost identity is one of the issues that we
now face. A person does not appreciate what he has or
the real value of self, and he keeps wanting what others
are achieving. Underdeveloped countries copy developed
countries and try to catch up. Copying is not the right
way. To be influenced by the developed country does not
mean to copy.
Unfortunately, that is what is happening; humans are
giving up their identities and local culture just to get
the face of development. Losing our identity has messed up
our cities, changed our lives, and uprooted our culture.
Unquestionably, humanity is the biggest loser. We lost
a great part of our human heritage not just because of
11

wars and intentional demolishing, but also because of
ignorance and apathy. We turned our back on what we had
and kept wanting for what other communities have.
What we need today, to get a better future, is to find
the commonality between humans, raise it and glorify it.
What we need is to help people understand that their
local character and identity is important for everyone’s
survival.
To understand our downward spiral, please read the attached.
Thank you again,
Peace.

13

Knowledge and Social Behavior
A point of beginning, deep in the history of the world: Plato, an ancient
philosopher, came up with the allegory of the cave and shadows. Through
this allegory he gave an early explanation of human psychology. Plato sets a
scenario of prisoners locked in a cave and facing one of the cave’s walls. A
fire burns behind the prisoners and objects are passed between the prisoners’
backs and the fire, so the prisoners are only able to see the shadow of these
objects on the wall without seeing the object itself. Plato suggests that life is
the cave, and the fire is knowledge. In the dark cave, a person does not look
at the fire, but perceives the object’s shadow on the wall. This represents
superficial knowledge. Freeing one of the prisoners and showing him the fire
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enables him to achieve real knowledge. The significance is when a liberated

Body of Knowledge

person is taken out of the cave and exposed to the sunlight. The sunlight is a
representation of archetypical knowledge or truth.
Plato’s allegory places people into four categories: regular people,
represented by the prisoner who saw the shadows as a Form1of knowledge;
educated people, represented by the freed person who saw the direct fire and
understood the objects passing behind it; enlightened people, represented
by the freed person exposed to the direct sunlight; and, the hidden people,
represented by the one who freed the prisoner and took him to the light.
That person would be the person who accesses and understands his or her
unconscious or the philosophical life.
1.

Plato’s theory of Forms holds that what people know of the world,
through their senses, is only an imitation of the pure, eternal, and
unchanging metaphysical world of Forms. Brickhouse and Smith,
"Plato (427—347 B.C.E.)."

This gift of Forms should be shared and used for the good of humankind
and nature. Philosophers have a responsibility to the community, to spread
15

knowledge and offer guidance. Plato saw the world as driven by these
philosophers; they hold the essence of knowledge and thus guide the
community toward successful living.2
Freedom with No Vision Is Chaos
To explain the importance of this knowledge, one could turn the focus to
what recently happened in Iraq. Until 2003, Iraq was ruled by a dictatorial
regime, Baathists, where many things were prohibited. People were not
allowed to speak about politics or the economy; people were even sued for
their dreams.3 Isolating people from the exterior world created a type of large
prison. It deformed the society and skewed its values. But during Operation
Iraqi Freedom in 2003, the community transformed from living as prisoners
to living in ultimate freedom. Under the notion of democracy, people were
abusing the law.4 With limitless freedom, people became aggressive and
dangerous against each other. Iraqis were not educated enough to understand
what democracy meant and what responsibilities they should have with this
new freedom.

2.

Cohen, "Allegory of the Cave."

3.

In a village called Shatra, south of Baghdad, a 16 year old had
a dream of pulling a gun against Saddam Hussain, the president
at the time. The next day he told his best friend about the dream.
One of the Baathists overheard the story, and reported it to the
Central Office. Both the dreamer and his friend were sued and
executed on charges of the intention to assassinate the president.
Majied, "Death Penalty Laws." (Translation by Author.)

4.

5.

At the time there was no government to rule the country, and
nothing kept people from doing bad things, except morals.
Many people were suffering from poverty and saw an excuse to
takeover the dissolved governmental properties in order to satisfy
their own deprivation. AFP, "Disagreements on Property After
Saddam Era." (Translation by Author.)
Grohol, "15 Common Defense Mechanisms."

Iraqis who had lived seeing the cave shadows all their lives were suddenly
exposed to direct sunlight. They were thrown into the sun’s core, where they
experienced the Form of freedom instantly. With no guidance and vision for
the country, Iraq turned into real chaos. The lack of vision and the absence of
the philosopher is what lead Iraq to disaster on all levels.
Not all humans are ready to be exposed to knowledge − the Form knowledge.
Some people cannot handle truth and use denial as a basic psychological
defense. As social creatures, humans have used this denial to protect the
self from reality and merge with the crowd, so as to not be different from the
community.5

17

Mass Culturalism and Identity Loss

Together, Humans Survive
Lemmings are small, short-tailed rodents. Lemmings follow each other, even to
death. “Lemminghood is not an intellectual phenomenon; it is psychological.”6
As such, no socio-economic class is immune to its strangulating effect. The
power to become involved with a social mass can be alluring. “To a human
lemming, the logic behind an opinion doesn’t count as much as the power and
popularity behind an opinion.”7
Humans like to behave collectively. “Lemminghood is a necessary sociological
survival trait and an inborn instinct. Without it, humans may not have achieved
even the smallest steps toward civilization.”8 However, as with most natural
phenomena, this tendency can result in unfavorable ends.9 The lemming
effect is very obvious these days, especially with technological trends. New
cellphones survive for one month as trendy; hit songs last for a week as a
popular tune; even a natural disaster or a terrorist attack will have the news
headlines for one day or two at best. That is how fast our society is moving,
and all of that is exaggerated by the lemming effect.
Winston Churchill said we shape our buildings and then our buildings
shape us.10 Architects are society’s built-environment philosophers, holding
responsibilities to their communities and cities of vision and guidance.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Anonymous, “Lemmings,” para. 1.
Ibid. para. 3.
Pastore, “Lemming Effect,” para. 4.
Ibid.
The Hour, “Today in History.”

An architect can be a lemming just as much as any other individual. For
example, after World War II cities grew rapidly, the International Style became
the lemming effect for architects and planners. Le Corbusier designed the
19

“City of Tomorrow,” an architectural manifesto to create a city based on
standardization and industrialism.11 Le Corbusier’s city planned to hold three
million people based on a rigidly symmetrical grid, with neatly spaced identical
geometric skyscrapers. The “City of Tomorrow” was a proposal that was not
implemented because of its unfavorable impact on the city and society. Even
so, architects could not resist Le Corbusier’s principles. Co-op City in the
Bronx is one of many skyscraper-parks and high-rise housing blocks, built in
cities worldwide, that were influenced by the “City of Tomorrow.”
The International Style did provide an easily achievable option for large
scale urban development projects, or “cities within cities,” by maximizing
the amount of floor area. This was an attempt to influence local planners,
politicians, and the general public, suggesting that the developments would
bring much-needed wealth to the city while, on the other hand, rejection of the
proposal would lead to the development being taken to a different competing
city.12 Greed, voracity, and the ambition to become a better city were the
drivers that destroyed the rest of the war−torn cities. “Internationalizing” cities
with this lemming−like stylistic influence, as with the “City of Tomorrow,” made
cities look alike. There are no more true cultural identifiers a person can refer
to while visiting a city of “modern living.”13

11.
12.
13.

LeGates, The City Reader.
Collier, Contemporary Cathedrals.
LeGates, The City Reader.
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Human Psyche and the Collective Unconscious

The Patterns of Human Behavior
The lemming effect is one of the psychological patterns that has been identified
and explored by scholars, and explained by philosophers. This model is
shared with all of humanity.14 Psychiatrist Carl Jung also explored the idea of
this shared experience in his concept of the “Collective Unconscious:”
In addition to our immediate consciousness, which is of a
thoroughly personal nature and which we believe to be the only
empirical psyche (even if we tack on the personal unconscious
as an appendix), there exists a second psychic system of a
collective, universal, and impersonal nature which is identical
in all individuals. This collective unconscious does not develop
individually but is inherited. It consists of pre-existent forms, the
archetypes, which can only become conscious secondarily and
which give definite form to certain psychic contents.15
Within these shared experiences he categorized many archetypes that outline
human behavior and embody the characteristics of an entity. Jung suggested
these archetypes as universal prototypes for ideas and patterns of human
behavior.

14.
15.

Pastore, “Lemming Effect.”
Jung, The Archetypes, 34.

What we properly call instincts are physiological urges, and are
perceived by the senses. But at the same time, they also manifest
themselves in fantasies and often reveal their presence only
by symbolic images. These manifestations are what I call the
archetypes. They are without known origin; and they reproduce

23

themselves in any time or in any part of the world – even where
transmission by direct descent or “cross fertilization” through
migration must be ruled out.16
Archetypes are shared human psychological models. While humans share
all sources of knowledge, they also share suspicions. One of the recognized
archetypes is Shadow. Good and Evil are archetypical behaviors; humans try
to recognize one over the other. What makes a specific behavior belong to
the Evil archetype is the ignorance of that behavior in spite of its undoubtable
existence. Evilness may vary from culture to culture based on the recognition
and the ignorance of the very same behavior; as Plato describes the skewed
knowledge as a shadow on a wall, the ignored ego is the shadow of the
psyche. Any denied and unrecognized character and behavior will enlist
in the realm of Shadows, thus, the lemming effect mentioned earlier is in
the depth of the shadow psyche for most people and cities. In this depth
men ignore the power of the Forms. The lemming effect Shadows result in
fragmented societies living in fragmented cities.17

The Architectural Forms
As has been defined by Louis Kahn, architectural Forms are critical; they are
the hidden drivers of creative work. It is not an easy task to access Forms. In
the journey to this level of Forms understanding is combined with repression.
The repression is a defense mechanism that insures what is unacceptable
to the conscious mind, and would, if recalled, arouse anxiety, is prevented
from entering into the unconscious.18 That is why many people do not accept
16.
17.
18.
19.

Jung and Von Franz, Man And His Symbols, 58.
Ibid.
Gregory, The Oxford Companion.
Ibid.

change and are afraid of truth.19 The ignorance of the regional heritage and
the mimesis of the new architectural style, without knowledge of the Forms of
25

modern local living, pushed the regional architecture into the level of shadows.
This produced hybrid architecture, in the example of the International Style
buildings, with which no one could connect or communicate.

Architectural and Social Forms
Styles in architecture are the reflection of the community, which in turn are
the reflection of a collective conscious. In Iraq, after 2003, the newly skewed,
liberal form of the society was reflected in the built environment. The open
market brought new construction materials such as the metal panel cladding,
Alucobond. With the intention of catching up with the developed world,
existing buildings were clad-over with these panels. Houses, hospitals, and
commercial buildings were clad-over without understanding why people were
doing so. After five years of being overwhelmed by the new material, people
realized that their city had changed for the worse.20
The environment in Iraq differs from Europe and North America; it is dry, hot
and bright, with sandy winds in summertime, and dry cold winds in winter. With
140 degree Fahrenheit summers, the metal cladding turned new buildings
into ovens; the reflective surface made it even worse. For hundreds of years,
Baghdadis had built their buildings with mud brick that worked as insulation
with a high R-value. The buildings were built attached to one other, with minimal
openings and narrow streets to minimize the building surface’s exposure to
sunlight. This skewed new identity of Baghdad’s built environment was a direct
20.

Professionals such as architects, visual artists, and engineers had
strong debates, held conferences, and started a petition requiring
the local cities to regulate the use of metal cladding. People were
complaining about the deficiency of the material and how metal
cladding was “strange” to the city’s architectural vocabulary.
Rasheed, “The Aesthetics of Baghdadi Heritage Houses.”
(Translation by Author.)

result of the absence of the philosopher, the architect, the visionary. With the
immediate knowledge of the Form, the new social behavior of freedom and
the new pattern of living resulted in identity loss and heritage ignorance.
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The Psychology of the Symbolic Creation

The Symbolized Object and Space
Symbolism is a shared pattern that creates collective monumental ideas.
Iraqi free living was symbolized by toppling Saddam’s statue in Baghdad.
This historical moment of ultimate freedom transformed Iraq into the new
democratic Form. Iraqis collectively received the symbolic values of these
moments; psychologically breaking the fears of the past and announcing a
new era of living.
Jung states that “creative work arises from unconscious depths – we might
truly say from the realm of the mothers.”21 While he pondered the origin of
creativity (determining if it sprang from personal consciousness) he explained
this by his theory of the collective unconscious.
This unconscious, buried in the structure of the brain and
disclosing its living presence only through the medium of creative
fantasy, is the suprapersonal unconscious. It comes alive in the
creative man, it reveals itself in the vision of the artist, in the
inspiration of the thinker, in the inner experience of the mystic.
The suprapersonal unconscious, being distributed throughout
the brain-structure, is like an all-pervading, omnipresent,
omniscient spirit.22
Because there are immeasurable things further than the range of human
understanding, humans constantly use symbols to reflect ideas and concepts
that they cannot fully comprehend. All religions, for example, use symbolism
21.
22.
23.

Jung, The Spirit, 75.
Berk, Jung on Art, 50.
Jung, The Spirit.

in the form of language or images, to represent their ideas.23 That conscious
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use of symbols is only one aspect of the psychological fact that humans also
produce symbols unconsciously in the form of dreams. A wedding ring is just
a metal band. It can be gold or silver; the material is not important. The real
value of the wedding ring is the establishment of a lifelong relationship that
the partners vow. This metal object gains its value when it becomes a symbol
of that sacred relationship.
As a first meeting between future spouses happens, in a café or on a bridge,
the place of their meeting will have extra value in their psyche. When they
visit that place, it will bring back to them the memories of their first encounter;
and, it will carry a symbolic value. Humans attach to places and develop
relationships with spaces because of specific activities that happened in
those spaces. Humans have a very sensitive memory; this can be good or
bad for survival.24

Symbolizing the Space
Architectural spaces originated as Forms of dreams.25 These spaces are
symbolic – a person dreams about and tries to implement them with all of his
or her emotions. Many spaces become objective, holding hidden dimension in
the human psyche. Louis Kahn says “nature, physical nature is measurable.
Feeling and dream has no measure, has no language, and everyone’s dream
is singular….The man is always greater than his works because he can never
fully express his aspirations … the first line on paper is already a measure of
what cannot be expressed fully. The first line on paper is less.”26
24.
25.
26.

Berk, Jung on Art.
Twombly, Essential Texts.
Ibid., 56.

Kahn and Jung share the vision of the origin of the great creative work,
the unmeasurable subconscious Form of work, that which makes the great
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work, great. Moreover, what Kahn describes as “Form,” Jung describes as
“Archetype.” For example, Kahn asked the brick what it wanted to be,27 and
the brick answered: I want to be an arch. On the other hand, the archetypes
are the shared experiences of all humans together, unconscious, and
immeasurable. It is very primitive; it is very similar to the brick/arch concept.
These patterns are living within society. Archetypes need to be explored and
employed for the good of humankind.
Jung writes of approaching the unconscious, or the unmeasurable in Kahn’s
language, to explain his idea of archetypes. The term Archetype is often
misunderstood as meaning the final mythical images or motifs. But these
images are nothing more than conscious representations. It would be
irrational to assume that such adaptable representations could be inherited.
“The archetype is a tendency to form such representations of a motif –
representations that can vary a great deal in detail without losing their basic
pattern, but the motif itself remains the same.”28 Myths, stories, and beliefs,
are examples of representations of archetypical motifs that can pass forward
from one generation to another. Though it may change over time, it still holds
the essence of the original motif.

Archetype of Civilization
In spite of the vast distance between Mexico and Iraq, and the differences in the
cultural and environmental contexts, the stepped pyramids of Mesoamerican,
Mexico, (ca. 2000 BC) share many functional and architectural characteristics
with the Ziggurats of Ur, Iraq (ca. 2900 BC). Both were stepped pyramids,
27.
28.

Wainwright, “Louis Kahn: The Brick Whisperer.”
Jung and Von Franz, Man and His Symbols, 57.

placed on the end of an axial path, and both functioned as a raised stage
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for a temple on the top. Two buildings living in two different worlds in two
different time eras, with zero communication between two cultural hearths.
They shared many ceremonial architectural characteristics because they
were based on the worship–place archetype. This explains why some old
civilizations shared similar symbols, habits, and beliefs – the heritage of
humanity is one. A person who built with patterns of archetypes would share
his work with all the humanity. A person does not control it; it is the wealth of
all humanity.
Recently, humanity has lost many heritage structures. The world has lost the
Buddhas of Bamiyan in Afghanistan, the ancient Syrian city of Palmyra, and
many artifacts in Iraq. These losses are not just for the local people, but they
are a loss for all humanity.29 These destroyed structures became symbolic
objects; people refer to them when they want to talk about prejudices. Humans
remember them, cry for them, but cannot touch them anymore.

29.

Mullen and Elwazer, “ISIS Destroys Arch of Triumph.”
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Finding the Common for the Sake of Surviving

To build community is to build with patterns. When architects design with
the essence of architecture it is to be a timeless product.30 Basic geometric
form, far from digital technology, will work best in this timelessness.31 A global
citizen, who has lived in many different cities with unique cultures, will realize
there are common patterns between humans. Humans “feel” jokes even if they
do not understand them; humans recognize emotions from speech without
grasping the meaning. Humans radiate emotions, and so does Architecture.
It is challenging to build in a complex, urban, economic, and social fabric.
How can the architect provide services to satisfy the city and the client
needs? Moreover, buildings can do what others fail to do; buildings are places
to hold people and shelter humanity. How can architects provide more than
space? How can architects provide experience? The answers will be found
through the conscious use of Forms and Patterns to design a system of living,
starting from the smallest unit in the built environment (the human being) by
incorporating human psychology and philosophy as a design tool.
The original pattern of creation is a limitless window from which designers
could pull infinite numbers of new designs, where all share the same archaic
value, in spite of their different appearances. Christopher Alexander in his
book Pattern Language suggests 253 patterns with which to build.

30.
31.

Souza, “National Assembly Building of Bangladesh.”
Ibid.

Each pattern represents our current best guess as to what
arrangement of the physical environment will work to solve
the problem presented. The empirical questions center on the
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problem—does it occur and is it felt in the way we have described
it?—and the solution—does the arrangement we propose
in fact resolve the problem? And the asterisks represent our
degree of faith in these hypotheses. But of course, no matter
what the asterisks say, the patterns are still hypotheses, all 253
of them—and are therefore all tentative, all free to evolve under
the impact of new experience and observation.32
This research continues to investigate the Pattern Form. Architecturally, the
Original Form is the master pattern that encloses all other patterns. Designers
can and should understand and access the Original Form. Designing with
the Original Form will make their work lead other designers’ works. When
used in a project, the Original Form will release itself later to interact with the
subconscious of the visitor, observer, and people. For example, the National
Assembly Building of Bangladesh, designed by Louis Kahn, is an extraordinary
example of modern architecture being transcribed as a part of Bangali
vernacular architecture. Originally, Kahn had intended to make a building of
monumental presence, but after Bangladesh officially became independent
from Pakistani rule, the project became much more of a symbol of democracy
and pride for the Bangali people. The National Assembly Building is unique
in the sense that it is modernist in principle, but it is a project deeply rooted
in its context, the citizens, and Bangali vernacular. Kahn’s design called for
simple, local materials that were readily available and could be implemented
in distinctly similar ways that would protect against the harsh desert climate.
32.

Alexander, Ishikawa, and Silverstein, A Pattern Language, xv.

This resulted in an integrated modern building into an otherwise non-modern
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context.33 The archetypical Pattern Light Kahn suggests is a unique approach.
Kahn describes his design solution:
In the assembly I have introduced a light-giving element to the
interior of the plan. If you see a series of columns you can say
that the choice of columns is a choice in light. The columns as
solids frame the spaces of light. Now think of it just in reverse
and think that the columns are hollow and much bigger and that
their walls can themselves give light, then the voids are rooms,
and the column is the maker of light and can take on complex
shapes and be the supporter of spaces and give light to spaces.
I am working to develop the element to such an extent that it
becomes a poetic entity which has its own beauty outside of its
place in the composition. In this way it becomes analogous to
the solid column I mentioned above as a giver of light. 34
For Kahn, light was an important aspect in the design of a building, not just
as a way to illuminate a space, but rather conceptualizing light as a creator
of space.

33.

Souza, “National Assembly Building of Bangladesh.”

34.

Ibid.
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Build with power
Put the seed in the right place
It will grow
Accept the other
Move forward
I am Human; I am not here…
Disappear…
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Background Information on Context
After exploring the philosophical and psychological aspects of the social and
the built environment, focus now turns to the physical environment, using
Memphis, Tennessee, as an example. As a new arrival to Memphis, one can
feel there is something wrong. Reading the city’s history, and understanding
the past along with the present, leads one to the conclusion of what the city
struggles with these days – fragmentation. As urban sprawl grew radically
in Memphis, it led to the formation of introverted small communities based
on cultural, ethnic, and economic groups.35 This fragmentation challenges
the cohesive survival of communities. By investigating the early history of
Memphis and attaching it back to current and future understanding, one can
see the power of relating communities through time.

The Mississippian (Chickasaw) culture was a mound-building Native American
culture that flourished in the Mississippi River Valley before the arrival of
Europeans.36 The neglect of these historic cultures and their historic mounds
(Left Top) Figure 1. United States
Map. Showing the distribution of
the Mississippian historical mounds
over the states.
(Left Bottom) Figure 2. Building Site
Plan. Showing the location of two
historical mounds within Memphis.

in Memphis raises the issue of lack of empathy, and the question about the
future of civilization.
Chickasaw People and Their Historic Homeland
While the Chickasaw Mississippians lived primarily in northern Mississippi,
their extensive land claims included sixteen different historical sites across
parts of northern Alabama, West and parts of Middle Tennessee, and western

35.
36.
37.

Raguset, Essays on Urban Sprawl, Race, and Ethnicity.
Smoot, “The Chickasaw and Their Cessions.”
Ibid.

Kentucky (see figures 1 and 2.) The Tennessee and Kentucky claims were
primarily for hunting grounds.37
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The story of the Chickasaw Nation is one rich in cultural heritage. Throughout
the history of Chickasaw people, and the intertwining history of America, the
Chickasaw have held strongly to their culture and traditions. The history,
culture, beliefs and traditions have been passed down from one generation
to the next through stories. Oral tradition was the primary method used to
instruct generations of early Chickasaws about the world and their place in it.
Most stories encourage listeners to live with integrity and high standards of
morality.38
With attention to cultural sensitivity and a respect for knowledge passed down
from tribal elders, the professionals working within the Chickasaw Nation help
to educate others while ensuring the continued existence of tribal traditions
and the protection of their valuable cultural resources.39

38.
39.

“Heritage.”
Ibid.
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Site Analysis
The Chickasaw Heritage Park is located within the French-Fort District, in
Memphis, Tennessee. Bound on the north side by Interstate-55, on the east
by a residential area, on the south by Exxon Mobile, and the west by the
Mississippi River.
On a micro scale, the site is defined by historic and significant buildings to the
north: the Metal and Ornaments Museum and the historic Marine Hospital.
The west edge is defined by the Mississippi River. The south-east edge is not
defined (see figures 3 through 6).
Strengths of the site
o Location
Close to Memphis downtown, adjacent mixed use and residential areas
o Visitor Access
Interstate 55W, Arkansas-Memphis Bridge, train rail, and via the
Mississippi River
o History
Many cultural groups and public figures reached and enriched the site
o Topography
Semi-flat land, two historic mounds, riverside
Shares border with Arkansas
(Left Top) Figure 3. Site Topography
Map.
(Left Bottom) Figure 4. 100 Year
Flood Plan.
(Left Right) Figure 5. Site Access
Routes.

o Authorities
Memphis Parks Administration
French Fort Administration
Archaeologist approvals
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Weaknesses of the site
o Location
Undeveloped area, and areas with many vacant buildings
Adjacent industries
o Access
Interstate 55W works to separate the site from the downtown area
A

B

B

C

o History

D

Many people / cultural groups could claim the site
o Topography
Flaya soil type, unstable for high-density urban development, loose
soil
1

o Authorities

2

Many approvals need to taken before starting the project
Opportunities for the site
(Left) Figure 6. Context Mapping.
Showing the existing structures
and views around the Chickasaw
Heritage Park.

3

4

6

E

5

F

5

Buildings:
A. The Metal Museum.
B. U.S. Marine Hosptial.
C. Super 8 Hotel.
D. Vacant commercial building.
E. Exxon Mobile.
F. Vacant commercial building.
Views:
1, 4. The Mississippi River.
2, 3, 5. Chickasaw Heritage Park.
6. Riverside Boulevard.

40.

Twain, Life on the Mississippi.

o Location
Strategic area on the edge of Memphis downtown
Attract more visitors
Enhance the French-Fort development process
o Visitor Access
Direct access from Interstate 55W/Harahan Bridge
Direct river landing
o History
Future art interpretive center
o Topography
Best view over the Mississippi River as described by Mark Twain40
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o Authorities
Establish administrative entity that serves as one decision-making
board
Threats to the site
o Location
Long term development
o Access
Fast traffic paths and movement
o History
Different people / cultural groups claimed the area
o Topography
River floods
o Authorities
Decision making

French-Fort Masterplan
The author has re-envisioned the master plan for the French-Fort District.
Starting with urban planning, the author working with the French-Fort
Committee, relocated Delaware Street (see figure 7). The new location offers
protection to the historic mounds and creates smoother flow and connection
with the adjacent streets and buildings.

(Left) Figure 7. The French-Fort
Master Plan. Edited to show
Delaware Street relocation.
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Precedent studies are used as examples for a prototype. Designers seek
precedents for functional relationships, solutions for specific spaces, or methods
of construction. The following precedents are examples of Archetypical Forms
that have been explored and repeated through different cultures, times, and
regions of the world; they are architectural images of archetypical forms. The
reader will explore the archetypical value embedded within these precedent
structures as images of archetypes. However, the reader should not expect
to see the same images repeated in the suggested design solution, because
they are not more than an image for Archetypical Form. The author, based on

SECTION 03
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these archetypical precedents, intends to generate new images of the same

Precedent Studies

Archetypical Forms.
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Precedent 1: Ziggurat of Ur

Location: Tell el-Mukayyar, Iraq
Materiality: Mud brick and Sun-baked brick
Date: ca. 2100 BC

Project Overview
According to archaeologist Harriet Crawford:
It is usually assumed that the ziggurats supported a shrine, though the
only evidence for this comes from Herodotus, and physical evidence is
nonexistent. It has also been suggested by a number of scholars that
this shrine was the scene of the sacred marriage, the central rite of the
great new year festival….Erosion has usually reduced the surviving
ziggurats to a fraction of their original height, but textual evidence
may yet provide more facts about the purpose of these shrines. In
the present state of our knowledge it seems reasonable to adopt as
a working hypothesis the suggestion that the ziggurats developed out
of the earlier temples on platforms and that small shrines stood on the
highest stages.1
The ziggurat, as a temple, sets the earliest standards of splitting the holy area
from the profane, as the god was enshrined on the top of the ziggurat, while
Figure 8. Plan of Ziggurat of Ur.
Shows access paths.

1.

the people occupied a lower level, near the base of the ziggurat (see figure 8).

Crawford, Sumer and the Sumerians, 85.
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Application
The Ziggurat helps one to understand the ancient space hierarchy, suggested
in its design. The importance of the priest and ritual practice in ancient time
is reflected in the change of levels, whereby the shrine is elevated to the top
of the structure. Accessing the shrine is made possible by one of the three
controlled stairs. No one, except the priest, can access the shrine.
This archaic method of splitting and separating what is holy and sacred from
what is superficial and profane can have different images: separating can
be made by level change, path movements, room sizes, light and darkness,
and corridor width. This understanding will help to generate spaces that carry
spiritual values without repeating the original image of the Ziggurat.
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Precedent 2: The Kiva

Location: Colorado, USA
Materiality: Limestone
Date: ca. 750 BC

Project Overview
During the late eighth century, the Anasazi of Mesa Verde started building
square pit structures that archeologists called Protokivas. They were typically
3 to 4 feet deep and 12 to 20 feet in diameter. By the mid-10th and early 11th
centuries, these had evolved into smaller circular structures called kivas, which
were usually 12 to 15 feet across. Mesa Verde-style kivas included a feature
from earlier times called a Sipapu, a hole dug in the north of the chamber that
was thought to represent the Ancestral Anasazi place of emergence from the
underworld.2 The kiva is accessed from the ceiling by a ladder and has built-in
benches around the perimeter (see figure 9).

Application
The room size is designed to be occupied by a limited number of participants.
This gives the people a feeling of protection and intimacy. The circular shape
suggests equality in the belief system, and the Sipapu works as a unifying
element and focal point for the ritual practice. The designing of the Gathering
(Top) Figure 9. Plan of the Kiva.

2.

Space will need a Sipapu of its own, to work as a focal point that will collect
people around it.

Noble, The Mesa Verde World.
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Precedent 3: Treasury of Atreus

Location: Mycenae, Greece
Materiality: Stone Masonry
Date: ca. 1350 – 1250 BC.

Project Overview
Also called the Tomb of Agamemnon, a beehive, or tholos (tomb), this
surviving architectural structure of the Mycenaean civilization is a pointed
dome built up of corbelled blocks of conglomerate masonry cut and polished
to give the impression of a true vault (see figure 10). The diameter of the tomb
is almost 50 feet; its height is slightly less. The enormous monolithic lintel of
the doorway weighs 120 tons and is 29.5 feet long, 16.5 feet deep, and 3 feet
high. It is surmounted by a relieving triangle decorated with relief plaques.3
A small side chamber hewn out of rock may have contained the burials,
whereas the main chamber was probably reserved for ritual use. Two engaged
columns of Minoan type (now in the British Museum, London), made of green
limestone and decorated with a zigzag pattern, were secured to the facade,
which was approached by ceremonial passageway, cladded with cyclopean
blocks of masonry and open to the sky.4

Figure 10. Plan of Treasury of
Atreus.

3.
4.

Encyclopedia Britannica Online, “Treasury of Atreus.”
Ibid.
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Application
The buried tomb under the hill is a reminder of the likelihood of finding significant
archeological remains under historical mounds. Architecturally, the masonry
stone dome is one of the significant underground structures. The dome takes
the loads equally making it able to stand a longer time, by resisting vertical
and lateral forces. The entry space is defined by the celebration pathway; a
cut in the hill forms an axial path that defines movement and highlights the
importance of the object at the end of the path. The temple door is gated with
two columns, one on each side; this can be employed to define the new temple
entrance (within the design solution). Understanding the archaic hierarchy of
spaces orders the journey of passing through the corridor toward the tomb
gate, and then into the main space. Also, the treatment of the entrance,
utilizing two columns as a gate at the entrance door, can be regenerated in
different images which hold on to the essence of the idea.
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Precedent 4: The Theater at the Sanctuary of Asclepius

Location: Epidaurus, Greece
Materiality: Stone Masonry
Date: ca. 350 - 300 BC

Project Overview
The Greek theater was a large, open-air structure used for dramatic
performance. Theaters often took advantage of hillsides and naturally
sloping terrain and, in general, utilized the panoramic landscape as
the backdrop to the stage itself [see figure 11]. The Greek theater
is composed of the seating area (theatron), a circular space for
the chorus to perform (orchestra), and the stage (skene). Tiered
seats in the theatron provided space for spectators. Two side aisles
(parados, pl. paradoi) provided access to the orchestra. The Greek
theater inspired the Roman version of the theater directly, although
the Romans introduced some modifications to the concept of theater
architecture. In many cases the Romans converted pre-existing Greek
theaters to conform to their own architectural ideals. Since theatrical
performances were often linked to sacred festivals, it is not uncommon
to find theaters associated directly with sanctuaries.5

Figure 11. Plan of the Theater at the
Sanctuary of Asclepius.
5.

Becker, “Introduction to Greek Architecture,” 10.
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Application
The Greek theater inspires an open-air platform to be used for gathering,
performing, rituals, etc. This is done by utilizing an existing ruin to act as the
amphitheater space. Understanding the concept of theater as a place to see,
a slope offers the audience a place to sit and a space to perform; this in turn
provides the freedom to create a theater space with its own identity.
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Precedent 5: Stonehenge

Location: Wiltshire, England
Materiality: Sarsen Stones
Date: ca. 3000 BC. – 2000 BC

Project Overview
Stonehenge is a prehistoric monument, a ring of standing stones set within
earthworks in the middle of the most dense complex of Neolithic and Bronze
Age monuments in England, including several hundred burial mounds6 (see
figure 12).
Mike Parker Pearson, leader of the Stonehenge Riverside Project, noted that
Stonehenge appears to have been associated with burial from the earliest
period of its existence:
Stonehenge was a place of burial from its beginning to its zenith
in the mid third millennium B.C. The cremation burial dating to
Stonehenge's sarsen stones phase is likely just one of many
from this later period of the monument's use and demonstrates
that it was still very much a domain of the dead.7
Figure 12. Plan of Stonehenge.

6.
7.

Young, Chadburn, and Bedu, “Stonehenge World Heritage Site
Committee.”
Schmid, "Stonehenge Was a Burial Site," para. 5.
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Application
The mystery behind Stonehenge inspires one to think about what will happen
to today’s buildings after hundreds or thousands of years. How are people
going to approach them? What will survive of the building? Archeologists
do not have crucial evidence about what the function of Stonehenge was.
The symbolic value of Stonehenge (its circular arrangement) suggests that
it was a place of burial. What if designers plan buildings to age as ruins and
intuitively suggest for future people what the future ruins were in the past?
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Centuries In Mind

The Memphis Community Arts Center is a contemporary building designed
to activate the Chickasaw Heritage Park in Memphis, Tennessee. The
project intends to bring attention to the existing historical mounds, to create
awareness, and thus provide a connection and sense of protection for the
heritage and history.
The Memphis Community Arts Center consists of music space, paint and
pottery space, a performance stage, gallery, offices, and services. The
building is designed to serve current Memphians’ needs.

SECTION 04

Design Solution

Aging to Ruins
The design is developed bearing in mind how the building will age and what
kind of ruins it will one day be. The spaces are designed to intuitively suggest
future use and function. The exterior walls, made of concrete, are designed
to last longer than the inner spaces which are made of less durable materials
like wood and steel. The roof of the building, a steel frame structure filled with
concrete panels, will fall faster than the exterior walls which support it. Losing
the roof will allow the exterior shell to collapse in toward the interior void. The
southern wall placed on loose soil, due to its adjacency to the city service
underground channel, will settle differently than the east exterior wall, which
has more support in the foundation. The gallery space is made of concrete,
the strength of concrete and its underground location will preserve it to last for
a longer time (see figure 13).
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Pre-Apocalyptic Life

In the year 2035, the Memphis Community Arts Center successfully activated
the Chickasaw Heritage Park and brought attention to the existing historical
mounds (see figure 14). Archeologists, with the support of the local community,
decided to re–establish the excavation work in the mounds.
Surprisingly, archeologists found many ancient remains: vessels, knives, and
a basalt statue that was engraved with the most primitive and original creation
story. The tablet is crowned with a unique stone, a mass of highly positive
energy that radiates to cover all over the earth with hope and love. People
call it The Spring.
Due to the importance of The Spring, and in appreciation of the efforts of
Memphians, the government decided to keep the stone in its original place
inside the mound. Memphis became one of the most successful and famous
cities. People came from all over the world to see The Spring and to be
blessed with hope and love.

(Left)
Figure
13.
Memphis
Community Arts Center Structural
Diagram. Showing the temporary
and permanent parts of the
structure.
(Top)
Figure
14.
Memphis
Community Arts Center Concept
Diagram.
Showing
different
concepts applied in the center.
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Memphis Community Arts Center

The building is designed to emphasize the existence of the historical mounds,
without disturbing the archeological importance of the site. The landscaping
work, between the building and adjacent streets, works to create transitional
space and break down the scale between the street level movement and the
mass of the Memphis Community Arts Center. The plaza, a grid of wooden
pallets defined with trees on corners, functions as an open festival area,
where locals can setup their seasonal markets (see figures 15 and 16).
On the park side, the light-well over the gallery space, works to frame the
view toward the historical mound, showing the visual relationship between
the mound and the building.

(Left) Figure 15. The Memphis
Community Arts Center Site
Plan. Showing the center and the
Historical mound.
1. Chickasaw historic mound.
2. Festival plaza.
3. Parallel parking.
4. New residental compound.
5. Existing house.
6. Parking lot.
7. Plaza grid.
8. Lightwells over Gallery Space.
(Top) Figure 16. Exterior Context
Perspective. Showing Memphis
Community Arts Center and the
adjacent buildings.
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On the ground level, spaces are designed to be open, increasing the
opportunity of interaction between users. People from different areas of the
city are expected to visit the center, bringing with them different cultural and
social concerns. The open layout encourages interaction (see figure 17).
Reaching the ceiling is one of the experiences designed in order to engage the
users with all parts of the building. Subconsciously, it gives the psychological
impression of reaching the top (see figure 18).
The corner is usually a dead area within spaces; in this design, the corners
are activated with stairs. The stairs are experiential; the traveler is able
to touch smooth, cold concrete; to see rough, warm wood; to hear water
running. This activates the traveler’s awareness and brings to consciousness
the experience of movement (see figure 19).
People link the underground with death, while water is life. A wall-fountain in
the lower level of the building is intended to impress the user’s psyche with a
positive image of the underground, therefore changing people’s perspectives
on below grade spaces.
(Left) Figure 17. Ground Level Plan.
1. Outdoor plaza.
2. Main entrance.
3. Cafe.
4. Music space.
5. Service core.
6. Exterior grand stair.
7. Eastern entrance.
8. Southern entrance.
(Top) Figure 18. User to Ceiling
Relationship. Showing engagment
between the user and the ceiling.
(Bottom) Figure 19. Lower Level
Corner Stair. Showing interior trees
and wall-fountain.
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On the ground level, the user is connected with direct views toward
the mound through a panoramic screen that covers the front entrance.
The screen is built of perforated metal sheets, which covers clear glass
windows. The exposed, triangular, steel frame of the ceiling serves as an
aesthetic element, as well as being structural (see figure 20).

Figure
20.
Cafeteria
Open
Space on Ground Level. The
administrative spaces on the the
upper level can be seen.
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On the lower level, the Gallery is a circular space with a concrete waffle slab,
providing opportunity for a flexible layout. The walls for the gallery are made
of layers of concrete cast on site, reflecting the nature of built up earth. The
partitions are simple wooden posts hanging in specific channels, keeping the
floor clear of any obstacles (see figure 21).The performance stage is another
open space with foldable, movable chairs, and flexible partitioning, where the
users can define their space needs easily.
The corridors between spaces are designed to encourage interaction between
users, while also permitting natural light to penetrate and light up the lower
level (see figure 22). In the clay and pottery workshop, users enjoy creating
visual and physical expressions of the self. The kiln and storage areas are
defined with round brick walls finished with local clay (see figure 23).

(Left) Figure 21. Lower Level Plan.
1. Gallery space.
2. Performance stage.
3. Paint and pottery workshop.
4. Meditation space.
5. Restrooms.
6. Inner Garden of Light.
(Top) Figure 22. Lower Level
Corridor Sketch. Showing daylight,
and the gallery exterior wall.
(Bottom) Figure 23. Paint and
Pottery Workshop. Features open
ceiling panels and mud-finished
interior walls.
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Figure 24. The Gallery Space.
Showing flexible partitioning, and
the role of natural light.
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The second level houses the administrative offices. An open layout encourages
interaction between users (see figure 25).
Rising up like a ziggurat, the user can reach the rooftop plaza by two external
grand stairs, without interrupting the building circulation, or entering the
building (see figure 26).
The rooftop plaza is designed for, and oriented toward, the historical mounds
and the Mississippi River, where the user can enjoy magnificent views (see
figures 27 through 30).

(Left) Figure 25. Upper Level Plan.
1. Manager’s office.
2. Coordinator’s office.
3. Workers’ space.
(Top) Figure 26. Exterior Staircase.
Leading the visitor to the rooftop
plaza.
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(Left) Figure 27. Top Level Plan.
1. Rooftop plaza.
(Top) Figure 28. Rooftop Plaza
View. Perspective showing the
view from the rooftop plaza to the
mounds and Marine Hospital.
(Bottom) Figure 29. Entrance
Perspective. Showing the framed
view toward the mound.
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Through out the previous pages, the reader was introduced to the
Memphis Community Arts Center spaces. The importance of these spaces
is the archetypical experiences they hold. Also, the form of the building is
developed with the history of the existing mound, the form of the mound,
and the significance of the structure crowning the mound. This reflected on
the form of the building, with the extended element crowning the building,
recalling the old image of the mound. The Memphis Community Arts
Center’s form is developed to direct attention toward the mound, offering
views of the mound from the rooftop plaza level (see figure 30).

The Memphis Community Arts Center is designed to age in a specific
way, a way that can preserve and respect its relationship with the mound.
In the future, the visual connections between the building and the mound
will manifest as physical connections. Because of the building design, the
people in the future will establish relationships between the building and
the mound. In the future, both structures will be historical and their visual
relationship will elaborate a physical link that joins the two together.

Figure 30. Exterior Perspective.
Showing Memphis Community Arts
Center in relation to the mound and
the surrounding context.
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Post-Apocalyptic Days

In the year X0, people wake up to a strange and different day (see figure 31).
Everything is gray. There are no birds in the morning; the sky is tarnished;
the sun is not shining. A tyrannical power had taken over the earth; no man
is allowed to express an opinion, and no art is allowed. People are given
specific jobs and duties with no right to discuss or negotiate. People have
become dead with beating hearts.
The Spring has closed forever, and no one is allowed to access it or see hope
and love again (see figure 32).
In this time people are dispirited, except for the very few people who are art
rebels, risking their lives to gather and practice the arts. They gather in the
ruins of a building, a building that was abandoned for a hundred years. The
old ruins are the remains of the destroyed Memphis Community Arts Center.
The center is different after a hundred years of neglect and abandonment.
The triangular, massive roof has fallen apart; the interior steel and wood
structure has eroded. The exterior concrete façade has collapsed inside the
below–ground void. The doors are burned and the glass has melted. The
underground concrete gallery space underground served as a bomb shelter;
where there are no cracks in the walls, the skylights in the space have lost the
(Left) Figure 31. Post-Apocalyptic
General Perspective.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
(Top) Figure 32. Sketch Showing
The Spring Closed.

glass allowing rain, snow, and plants to enter the space.
The first time the rebels entered the ruins they felt it was the right place;
because it was abandoned and underground, they were certain no one would
notice them there.
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Intuitively they explored the place. Most of the building corners were filled
with debris and the kudzu plants had taken over the interior. All that they
wanted was a place for connection, cleansing, rebirth, and revitalization. The
old gallery became their ritual place to create. The old clay workshop had
the water supply and sanitation infrastructure that was perfect to develop the
spiritual bath. The old performance space became their gathering space –
they opened the ceiling to vent the fire they created.
One of the rebels had a dream. He frequently dreamed about the old historical
mound. In his dreams he saw a sacred object hidden under the mound, an
object that tied people together with hope and love. No one knew what was
inside the mound, they only understood it as a highly secured and prohibited
place.
Because art with no love or hope is not art, rebels decided to reach that
power, but it remained prohibited and isolated. Rebels decided to dig a tunnel
all the way from the Arts Shelter to The Spring in order to successfully reach
the mound dome (see figure 33). Reaching The Spring gave people hope and
love again, to shine over all the dark shadows of the tyrannical power.
Based on Jung’s archetypes, the story covers the following archetypical
patterns: The Innocent (faith and optimism), The Hero (prove one’s worth
through courageous acts), The Caregiver (protect and care for others), The
Explorer (the freedom to find out who one is through exploring the world),
The Rebel (revolution), The Lover (intimacy and experience), The Creator (to
Figure 33. Arts Shelter Sketch Plan.
Showing the rebel’s master plan for
the Arts Shelter.

create things of enduring value), The Jester (to live in the moment with full
enjoyment), The Sage (to find the truth), The Magician (understanding the
fundamental laws of the universe), and The Ruler (control).
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CONFIDENTIAL
To: The New Era Intelligence Service
From: Agent NEIS#5565282
Topic: Suspicious Activities
A group of rebels have formed a new religion and are
practicing prohibited activities. John is their leader;
he initiated the group. They meet in an old underground
ruin. They call it The Shelter. These outlaws are meeting
on a weekly basis. Our resources estimate around 30 people
are involved in the suspicious activities.
Based on early evaluation, these persons are breaking many
laws. They recognize John as their only leader, grouping
and spreading prohibited activities.
The ruins they are using are located near a highly
sensitive and safeguarded area that is secured by The New
Era Government. It is locally known as the mound.
At different times, our resources have recorded smoke
emissions coming from the ruins, signifying the rebels
are lighting fires inside the ruins. John’s followers
including people of different ages and sexes. They come
and go individually, never grouping in public.
An immediate act is required to stop them.
NEIS#5565282
END OF REPORT
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The Shelter

The Shelter is a series of open spaces with no doors to restrict movement.
Every space is different and suggests different types of activities (see figure
34).
The Shelter includes four major spaces: the Gathering Space, the Spiritual
Bath, The Spring, and the Creation Space. These spaces reflect ritual, are
symbolic, and have archetypical experiences; they have been created by the
rebels to shelter their spiritual needs.

(Left) Figure 34. The Shelter Plan.
The Rebels master plan for The
Shelter.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
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The Gathering Space
The Gathering Space is placed on the ruins of the old Memphis Community
Arts Center performing stage. It is a place where the throne and fire exist. As
John is the philosopher and the visionary leader of the community, he occupies
the throne. The throne is made of hundreds of old pens, melted together to
build that one and only true throne (authority) of their time. The fire is essential
in the rebel’s faith; they see fire as the hope of revolution and change and the
link between them and their great predecessors. Inspired by the Kiva Sipapu,
followers sit around the fire and listen to the leader, discussing with him their
daily faith issues. In larger gatherings, followers celebrate seasonal activities
by preparing sacred paint and making hope candles, which they use in their
ritual practices (see figures 35 and 36).
The fire lights up the place at night, while the hole in the ceiling allows sunlight
to illuminate the space during the day.
On one of the walls is Picasso’s Guernica. It serves as a reminder of the self
persecution of humans, as an example of the loss of empathy.

(Left) Figure 35. Gathering Space.
Central fire pit serves as a focal
point and to light up the space.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
(Top) Figure 36. Perspective Sketch
of the Gathering Space.
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Entry into The Temple of Hope
The Spiritual Bath and The Spring are the most sacred spaces; they form
The Temple of Hope. Sacred spaces, through historical examples, are
designated and differentiated from other spaces by different design elements:
flooring, ceiling level, light quality, wall finish, etc. Inspired by the Treasury
of Atreus, two columns form the entrance of The Temple of Hope, indicating
the significance and the importance of the spaces one is approaching. These
columns are made of old bricks from synagogues, churches, mosques, and
other religious buildings that have been destroyed by the tyrannical power
(see figures 37 and 38).

(Left) Figure 37. The Shelter
Entrance Space. Two columns form
the entree of the Temple of Hope.
The Kudzu plant takes over the
space.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
(Top) Figure 38. The Shelter
Entrance Plan. Sketch showing the
placement of two columns to signify
the entree to the Temple of Hope.
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The Spiritual Bath
Passing the two columns at the entry of The Temple of Hope, one faces
the Spiritual Bath. The Spiritual Bath consists of two areas: the bowl where
followers wash themselves in ritual practice to prepare for the sacred space
and the baptizing area, where new followers are sanctified, washed, and
blessed by the leader as part of the rebirth process. The water in the sacred
bowl comes from a hidden source within the wall (see figures 39 and 40).
Water is one of life’s secrets – without water there would be no life. Water
also plays an indispensable role in many religions: since the Great Flood
and Noah’s Ark, water has played an integral role in human history, carrying
symbolic value of existence and survival. For The Shelter, water is important
because it is seen as salvation and rebirth.
The Spiritual Bath is lit by candles and the sun. Below the holy bowl there is the
iniquity water, water that runs red from the presence of iron ore, symbolizing
the sins that have been washed away.
The Spiritual Bath is placed on the ruins of the clay and pottery workshop of
the Memphis Community Arts Center.

(Left) Figure 39. Spiritual Bath. The
Spiritual Bath is lit by candles and
the sun.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
(Top) Figure 40. The Spiritual Bath
Sketch. Showing the spiritual bath
in early design phase.
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The Processional Tunnel
Carved by the rebels to reach The Spring, under the Mound, is the wondering
and thinking path (see figures 41 and 42). The Processional Tunnel is
crowned with a stone vault which features openings that permit natural light to
enter into the corridor. One wall within this tunnel is constructed of the same
masonry as the vault, giving the feeling of continuity and extension. The other
wall is covered with a permeable, rusted, steel curtain, which allows groundwater to penetrate and collect in a channel at the base of the wall. This rusted
wall is the “tears wall” because of the rust-colored water. Followers believe
this is other humans’ suffering and pain pushing through the wall to reach
their temple, and it reminds them of the responsibility of being the change in
their unfair world.
The tunnel slopes up toward the dome of The Spring, which is reached by
climbing the stairs at the end of the path. Traversing the path serves as a
rebirth process of the pure-self. The journey between a light covered wall and
a dark weeping wall impresses the users’ subconscious and symbolizes the
dichotomy of their lives; the darkness of their current living, and the bright
solid future (see figure 46).

(Left) Figure 41. The Processional
Tunnel. Corten steel wall covered
with underground water.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
(Top) Figure 42. Sketch Showing
Design for the Processional Tunnel.
A study of materiality and light.
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The Spring
The dome for The Spring was constructed in 2035, after the success of the
Memphis Community Arts Center brought attention to the Mississippian
mounds. The dome in the mound is built with steel frames and stone. The
floor is decorated with a mosaic that shows a circular pattern, indicative of
the 16 other Mississippian archeological sites. Objects were exhibited in preapocalyptic life over these spots. The central spot hosts a stone that was
found within the mound. The stone features as one of the most important
objects within the Mississippian’s culture (see figures 43 and 44).
In the post-apocalyptic life, people do not know anything about the mound,
except that it is a highly secured area by the tyrannical New Era government
and no one is allowed to access it. However, the rebels reached the mound
through an underground tunnel. This space is the most sacred space, where
followers go for further enlightenment. They spin themselves around on one
of the 16 specific spots on the ground, believing these spots to be sacred.
The sacred stone in the center of the dome is believed to be the gate of the
soul’s salvation.

(Left) Figure 43. The Spring Space
Under the Mound. Showing artist
seeking inspiration.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
(Top) Figure 44. Sketch of Under
the Mound. Shows “The Spring”
stone.
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The Creation Space
After salvation and reaching the pure intellectual state, the followers go
to the Creation Space. The walls of the Creation Space are covered with
symbolic paintings that include instructions on how to use the space and
how to practice the ritual art. Dancers arrange themselves on the perimeter
of the space, spinning around the artist who takes the central spot under the
skylight opening to practice a self-expressing ritual gesture. The dancers,
using tambours, dance to power the artist and express their soul.
The pure circular form of the space suggests itself to have specific patterns
of movement. Followers spin in circles around a central person who occupies
the spot under the skylight because of the direct sunlight that illuminates this
spot. Through light wells, sunlight bathes the space; followers symbolize this
direct sunlight as the complete truth. They practice the ritual gesture under
the sun-lit spots to tie themselves with the ultimate genuineness (see figure
45).
The Creation Space is the former gallery space of the Memphis Community
Arts Center; it is a concrete, underground space. The gallery lost the glass in
the skylights, allowing weather to penetrate the space. This gives the followers
a true state of connection with the exterior world, where they can feel seasons
change, and time move.

Figure 45. The Creation Space.
Where artists explore arts, and
as a group work with different
instruments and tools.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
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Figure 46. The Shelter Building
Section. Shows the Processional
Tunnel, the Mound, and Memphis in
the Post-Apocalyptic life.
This is 3D-Vision Image.
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Final Thoughts

Summary
History is an archetypical form of knowledge that ties all people together
around one subject, one structure, and one root.
I see architecture as a powerful tool to build communities. By choosing
the Chickasaw Heritage Park I intended to bring awareness to the existing
Mississippian mounds and the importance of preserving the ruins for future
generations. Furthermore, the ruins are the only physical evidence of a no
longer existing cultural group that had their own beliefs, stories, and identity.

SECTION 05

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

By preserving the ruins, humans maintain the history of them. The structures
of today are the ruins of tomorrow. They will tell the story of today as they will
become artifacts tomorrow, which will in turn be appropriated by people of
that future time.
The Memphis Community Arts Center is designed to increase awareness
of the Mississippian mounds by respecting the sensitive historical site, and
through tying groups of Memphians together. As the Memphis Community
Arts Center is now in the present, it will one day be in the past; it will one day
be a ruin.
Through this thesis I intended to design by a process that started with the
understanding of fundamental human elements of behavior. Archetypes are
the shared patterns that exist in every human subconscious; archetypes can
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carry multiple images of the same essence of origin. The different images of
the same archetype can be realized from various cultural groups, time eras,
religious groups, and architectural works.
The Memphis Community Arts Center was designed with the historical mounds
in mind. This incorporated respecting the current existing ruins (the mounds),
and perceiving how they would age and decay in a certain way, including
the interaction between the building and the mounds. Creating a visual and
massing connection between the two is an emphasis on the importance of the
mound in order to raise awareness about the site.
By engaging the building in a 200 year process, I intend to push the Arts
Center structure underground, to make it humbler, more essential, thereby
seeking the basic archetypical experience. The Shelter shows more respect
for the ancient mound, as in the future they both belong to history. Creating
a physical underground link is another image of the archetypical visual
connection between Memphis Community Arts Center and the mound.
The Shelter is an archetypical image of humans living after empathy has been
lost. The project sounds an alarm; intending to make people aware of the
absolute tie between user and space on both conscious and subconscious
levels.

Conclusion
Designing an experience that resides within the user, that can change that
person, that can build community, is not achievable by materiality and views
alone. Instead, it requires a deep understanding of human psyche and an
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awareness of consciousness and subconsciousness. To build community, the
designer must actively engage the targeted community. A good example of
this is the artwork created following the public presentation of the thesis.
A 10x10 foot blank canvas was set up outside of the gallery space where the
thesis was presented. Along with the canvas was a giant Sumi brush1. After
the presentation, the audience was excited to experience art in an archetypical
pattern that tied them together. The blank canvas served as a symbol of the
hidden unconsciousness. The marks of ink over the canvas represented the
public consciousness, random strikes that resided in a person’s collective
unconsciousness coming into consciousness. The importance of the canvas
was in collecting this personal, individual consciousness in one area, by
targeting each individual’s subconscious. The same concept of archetype
applies to buildings within a larger community, that is how it belongs to every
individual and brings people together (see figure 47).

Recommendations
Exploring the realm of archetypes is a journey that will never end. Every time
an element or experience of life is questioned, it can been seen, explored, as
an archetype. This thesis is not the end of the journey; it is only the start, the
(Left) Figure 47. 10x10 Foot
Drawing Created by Audience.
A
symbolic
painting
reflecting
public subconscious coming in to
consciousness.

1.

beginning of reconsidering everything in life. Archetypes are the process that
reveal truth for those who seek it – since ever and for ever.
Build true, build with archetypes.

Oriental brush with bamboo handles. Hollow bamboo handles
are lightweight and very suitable to the fluidity required of sumi
painting.
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163
Figure 66. Design Sketches through Building Sections. 
165
Figure by Author, 2015.
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Figure 67. Building Section Design Development. 
165
Figure by Author, 2015.
Figure 68. Design Sketches for Building Details. Figure by Author, 2015.167
Figure 69. Design Sketch for Ceiling Structure. Figure by Author, 2015. 167
Figure 70. Sketches of Building Mass Development. 
169
Figure by Author, 2015.
Figure 71. Drawing of Early Exterior Development. 
169
Figure by Author, 2015.
Figure 72. Light, Wind, and Green Space Studies. 
171
Figure by Author, 2015.
Figure 73. Building Detail Drawings. Figure by Author, 2015.
171
Figure 74. Building Section Model. Figure by Author, 2015.
173
Figure 75. Design Development Models. Figure by Author, 2015.
173
Figure 76. Spaces Symbols. Figure by Author, 2015.
183
Figure 77. Scroll of Drawings. Figure by Author, 2015.
183
Figure 78. Participant Drawing on the Scroll at Cooper Young Festival.  185
Figure by Author, 2015. 
Figure 79. “Draw Memphis as You Know It.” Figure by Author, 2015.
187
Figure 80. Participant at Cooper Young Festival. Figure by Author, 2015.187
Figure 81. Art For Everyone. Figure by Author, 2015.
189
Figure 82. Paint Everywhere. Figure by Author, 2015.
191
Figure 83. Local Participant. Figure by Author, 2015.
191
Figure 84. Donors Plaque. Figure by Author, 2015.
193
Figure 85. Hope and Healing Center. Figure by Author, 2015.
195
Figure 86. Paint the Feelings. Figure by Author, 2015.
195
Figure 87. Ink and Brush. Figure by Author, 2015.
197
Figure 88. Participant Drawing on the Scroll. Figure by Author, 2015.
197
Figure 89. Dancer Interacting. Figure by Sepehr Movaghati, 2015.
199
Figure 90. Dancer Preparing for Self Expressing.
201
Figure by Sepehr Movaghati, 2015.
Figure 91. Dancer Finding Self. Figure by Sepehr Movaghati, 2015.
203
Figure 92. Dancer Light Touch on Canvas. 
205
Figure by Sepehr Movaghati, 2015.
Figure 93. Dancer Using the Bamboo Brush as an Extention of Self. 
207
Figure by Sepehr Movaghati, 2015.
Figure 94. Dancer Melting with the Artwork. 
207
Figure by Sepehr Movaghati, 2015.
Note: all drawings that appear on verso pages (not designated as figures or
noted above) are by author.
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Appendix 1: Research Report

Programming
Qualitative
Choosing Chickasaw Heritage Park as a context is fundamental for the
project goal. The challenge of placing the project on the Chickasaw park is
represented by the existence of artifacts and archeologists considering the
park as an active site. That moved the project to the surrounding area. As
the project serves the community, the French Fort committee encouraged the
project to be on city-owned land, to use the city funds for development and

Appendices

construction.
To choose the best suitable location to serve the community and protect the
historical site at the same time required a redesign of the master plan of the
French Fort District.
Working near the Chickasaw Heritage Park is a significant opportunity.
Historically, the park is a cultural draw, having been occupied at different times
by American Indian, Spanish, French, Freed Slaves, and current Memphians.
The Memphis Community Arts Center a is non-profit owned by the City
of Memphis or by a public private corporate partnership. In addition to
the residents of the French Fort District, stakeholders include, but are not
limited to:
o

The property owner (City)

o

French Fort District Developer
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o

Memphis Parks Administration

o

University of Memphis

o

Developers active in Memphis

Quantitative
This project aims to serve the community of French Fort and the Memphians
of the surrounding area. To get the project on site, there is a network of
cooperation among the French Fort development committee, archeologists,
and designers. As the district is under development, this provides an
opportunity to choose the most suitable site for the Arts Center. Based on
the Downtown Memphis Commission’s Report for 2014, the population of the
South Downtown area is 3320, with the highest apartment occupation in the
city of 96%.1
Taking 5% of the area’s population as a target to benefit from the center’s
services (166 people), and considering people from other areas who may be
interested in the project, we end up with 200 visitors to be served through the
different sections of the project.
Entry/lobby
Square Footage: 400 Square Feet.
Services: Comfortable, comforting, provides an understanding of the Arts
Center.
Qualities: Transparency, Welcoming, Sunlight, High Ceiling.
Paint and pottery space
Square Footage: 900 Square Feet.
Services: Movable chairs, easels, shelves for material, pin up walls, Spin
tables, working desks, stands for drying, kiln space.
Qualities: well vented, natural texture and finish material, cheerful.
1.

Downtown Memphis Commission, “Memphis 2014 Report.”
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Performance space
Square Footage: 900 Square Feet.
Services: movable stage, folding chairs, flexible layout.
Qualities: ability to control light, muted, relaxing, soft.
Music space
Square Footage: 900 Square Feet.
Services: stools and chairs for small meetings, storage, various musical
instruments.
Qualities: good acoustics, natural light.
Gallery space
Square Footage: 1100 Square Feet.
Services: comfortable, natural light, bright, easily accessible to visitors.
Qualities: open space, clear form, flexible layout.
Cafeteria
Square Footage: 800 Square Feet
Services: indoor seats, various options of seating, informal dining area with
tables and chairs, small kitchen.
Qualities: local food service (Memphian food and coffee), sterile materials,
natural light, warm colors.
Administration offices
Square Footage: 2300 Square Feet
Services: contains spaces for legal support, job services, etc. Desks, chairs
for small meetings.
Qualities: natural light, more formal but comfortable, open layout.
Women’s and Men’s restrooms
Square Footage: 1600 Square Feet
Services: multi-use, ADA accessible.
Qualities: comfortable.
Mechanical spaces
Square Footage: 250 Square Feet
Services: Electrical panels, computer server, call server.
Qualities: Fire protected, temperature control.
Storage rooms and janitor closet
Square Footage: 100 Square Feet.
Services: Vacuum and janitor storage.
Qualities: Reachable, vented, accessible.
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Non Assigned spaces
Square Footage: 1350 Square Feet.
Services: Accessible corridors connecting different spaces.
Qualities: Well lit, Wide-comfortable space for egress purposes.
NET GROSS AREA: 10600.00 Square Feet.

Precedents
The Precedent Studies portion of this thesis document is located on pages
57-73.
Precedent 1: Ziggurat of Ur
Precedent 2: The Kiva
Precedent 3: Treasury of Atreus
Precedent 4: The Theater at the Sanctuary of Asclepius
Precedent 5: Stonehenge

Site Analysis
The Site Analysis portion of this thesis document is located on pages 49-53.

Codes
Overall occupancy classification: Group (A) Assembly.
303A.1: Theater, 303A.2: Restaurant, 303A.3: Art Gallery.
Incidental Use Area: 250 square feet.
Accessory Use Area: 400 square feet.
Building Construction Classification: Type-I-B, Noncombustible material
combined with combustible material (finishes) in controlled amount.
Allowable height and square footage: A1:5/UL, A2:11/UL, A3:11/UL, M11/UL.
Maximum Travel Distance to an Exit (tables 1016 1 BCI) 200-250 feet with
sprinklers.
Maximum Common Path of Travel (section 1014 3 BCI): 75-100 feet with
sprinklers.
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Sustainability
The long project life (over two time eras) reflects the sustainability aspect of
long-term occupancy and building re-use (The Shelter) after the first purpose
(Arts Center). The Green-to-Build ratio was important as the building is
located in Chickasaw Heritage Park, where keeping the green is important
for character of the park (see figure 72).

Structures
The structural system consists of steel and wood framing, and cast-on-site
concrete walls (see figure 49).

Environmental Systems
See mechanical diagrams in figure 48.

Exterior Materials
Layers of earth concrete, cast-on-site, define the building on the eastern and
southern edges (see figure 26); a green roof defines the north-western edge
(see figure 30).

Interior Finishes
The interiors of the building feature temporary materials with short life spans.
As the interior is expected to decay faster than the exterior. This allows the
building to age in a specific way (see figures 18 through 20 and 22 through
(Left) Figure 48. Mechanical,
Acessibility, and Egress Diagrams.

24).

(Top) Figure 49. Structural Diagram.
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Appendix 2: Presentation Boards

The following is a culmination of the final thesis boards (see figures 50
through 60).

Figure 50. Presentation Board.
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(Left) Figure
Boards.

51.

Site Analysis

(Top) Figure
Board.

52.

General

Site
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(Left)
Figure
53.
Perspectives Boards.

General

(Top) Figure 54. Elevations Board.
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(Left) Figure 55. Plans Boards.
(Top) Figure 56. Site Plan Board.
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(Left) Figure
Boards.

57.

The

Shelter

(Top) Figure 58. South Elevation
Board.
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(Left) Figure 59. The
Perspectives Boards.

Shelter

(Top) Figure 60. Post Apocalyptic
Board.
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Appendix 3: Process

Research Concept Maps
Keywords
Philosophy, Psychology, Physiology, Empathy, Arbitration, Counseling,
Unification, Healing, Zenga, Phenomenology, Frequencies, Universal,
Archetype, Community.

Process
The universality of the human being led me to investigate the patterns that
humans engage consciously and unconsciously in their daily lives. The
research brings awareness to how these patterns are universal and how I
can employ them in the realm of architecture.
Fragmentation is one of the issues cities suffer from, not only in their built
environment, but also in their communities. The search of finding a unifying
element that can bring people and their city together begins by studying the
psychology of man, how humans approach and understand things, how to
build community, and what the influential images that bring people together
are.
The challenge is to bring together the three major factors around one concept.
Art is what brings physiology, psychology, and philosophy together. Art is
one of the shared languages between humans, which requires no further
Figure 61. Concept Map Illustration.

explanation or justification. It is static and universal at the same time. Art is
symbolic.
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Body, spirit, and mind are three characters embedded in every human. Body
represents the physiology, spirit represents psychology, and mind represents
the philosophy. Studying these characters allows me to create spaces that
can activate and engage the user, consciously and unconsciously, with
archetypical experiences (see figures 61 and 62).

(Left) Figure 62. Concept Maps
Process.
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Process Sketches
Figure 63 shows abstract relationships between spaces.

Figure 63.
Diagram.

Space

Relationship
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Detailed space experiences were explored by sketching different activities
that might go on in the spaces. Also, the sketches were used to determine
room size and spaces needed for each part of the program (see figures 64
and 65).

(Left) Figure 64. Space Functions
and Equipment Diagrams.

(Top) Figure 65. Talking Space
Diagram.
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The project included many development phases, attempting to find the most
optimal solution. Designing using the building section provided an opportunity
to oversee the vertical relationship between floors (see figures 66 and 67).
Social, experiential, and contextual factors affect the building form.

(Left) Figure 66. Design Sketches
through Building Sections.
(Top) Figure 67. Building Section
Design Development.
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Many details elaborated during the design process linked the essence of the
experience with the user. Structure, light, volume, and ventilation details were
developed to have the full understanding of these space qualities (see figures
68 and 69).

(Left) Figure 68. Design Sketches
for Building Details.
(Top) Figure 69. Design Sketch for
Ceiling Structure. Shows detailed
connections.
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Sketching and drawing is the best tool to elaborate design during the conceptual
phase. Three-dimensional drawings are a good tool to understand the building
volume and its relation to the context. Many drawings were developed to test
the building form and to drive the design forward, toward the most optimal
solution (see figures 70 and 71).

(Left) Figure 70. Sketches
Building Mass Development.

of

(Top) Figure 71. Drawing of Early
Exterior Development.
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Studies for natural ventilation and passive lighting were developed for energy
efficiency. The Green-to-Build ratio was important as the building is located in
Chickasaw Heritage Park, where keeping the green is important for character
of the park (see figure 72).
The detail drawings show how the building goes together. Construction details
were not created for the sole purpose of connecting and joining materials;
rather their aesthetic value was celebrated (see figure 73).

(Top) Figure 72. Light, Wind, and
Green Space Studies.
(Bottom) Figure 73. Building Detail
Drawings.
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Models
A sectional model of the gallery space was produced to show the different
materiality and levels of experience. Also, the model integrated the structural
and mechanical solutions of the space.
Layers of cast-on-site concrete form the walls, reflecting layers of builtup earth. The flooring is covered with sectionals of tree trunks, giving the
experience of depth to the user. A triangular-patterned waffle slab was
developed to reflect the triangular form of the building. It also provides better
structural performance for the circular space (see figure 74).
Three dimensional printed models – starting with an abstract cube and moving
to final building form – reflect the process and the morphology of the building
mass. Many contextual, structural, and artistic factors influenced the final,
prominent form of the mass (see figure 75).

(Top Row) Figure 74. Building
Section Model.
(Bottom Row) Figure
Development Models.
models, showing the
building form through
process.

75. Design
3D-printed
change in
the design
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Appendix 4: The Power of the Self

In his book Power vs. Force, David Hawkins wrote:
The individual is like a cork in the sea of consciousness-he
doesn’t know where he is, where he came from, or where he’s
going, and he doesn’t know why. Human beings wander about in
their endless conundrums, asking the same questions century
after century, and, failing a quantum leap in consciousness, we
will continue to do so. One mark of such a sudden expansion of
context and understanding is an inner experience of relief, joy,
and awe. All who have had such an experience feel afterwards
that the universe has granted them a precious gift. Facts are
accumulated by effort, but truth reveals itself effortlessly.2
Traveling is a habit in my family. We used to travel every summer to explore
new destinations all over the world. One time, one of these travels almost
cost us our lives. This very trip was a life changer for me. On a typical summer
day we were traveling on a bus heading to Syria. There is a huge desert area
midway between Iraq and Syria. We were at that point in our trip when a
sedan with four Al-Qaida terrorists forced the bus to stop. They got on to the
bus and demanded all what we had (money and jewelry) or they would kill
us. One of them pointed a gun toward my head, shouting to give him money.
The moment he pointed the gun, my feelings became confused. I felt the
real threat while at the same time I was not afraid, because if I were to give
him what he asked for, I would survive. After a while, they wanted to kill two
people from different religious beliefs, unfortunately my name is a clear mark
of exactly who they wanted. Even with all that, I was calm. But when they
2.

Hawkins, Power vs. Force, 38.
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asked us to show them our identification cards, at that unique moment, all
the universe became frozen. I felt the earth stop. I felt dead cold; while at the
same time I felt as light as a free spirit; I would say I realized death.
My family was sitting in the row in front of me, they were close, but had no
power to help. I was hopeless. No one could help, and I was facing my death.
I still remember my sister’s face when she got a chance to turn back toward
me. She was afraid; her face was saying a thousand words, as if it were our
last eye contact ever. I smiled back and closed my eyes accepting the force
pressing my existence, the fact that I would not make it this time. The travelers
banded together and negotiated with the terrorists to give them more money
but not to hurt any of the passengers. The terrorists took the extra money, and
left the bus, leaving behind terrified broken passengers.
This experience changed my life and made me see the world differently. It
suddenly moved my life from a teenager to an adult. The moment I accepted
the situation, and closed my eyes, all the forces turned inward. My whole
life passed in my mind. I reached the current moment and passed it, in my
unconscious mind, reaching the blank part of the tape. What I realized later
was the unconscious Form of living. That experience made me ponder and
question life: What is it to be human? What is humanity? Why do some
people become extremists? How much of our lives are influenced by other
external factors? Why hate and not love? How do we accept the other; accept
the differences between people? Diversity is beautiful. How much are we
aware of everything happening around us? What is true? What is right? And
what is wrong? How much are we conscious of our living? How much are we
unconsciously driven in life?
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Hawkins uses theoretical concepts from practical physics, nonlinear
dynamics, and chaos theory to support his study of human behavior. In his
book, he explains the connection between individual consciousness and
human behavior.
Power is always associated with that (motive and principle)
which supports the significance of life itself. It appeals to that
part of human nature that we call noble – in contrast to force,
which appeals to that which we call crass. Power appeals to
what uplifts, dignifies, and ennobles. Force must always be
justified, whereas power requires no justification. Force is
associated with the partial, power with the whole.3
Based on Hawkins, force is incomplete and always needs energy to work,
while power is complete by itself but it also gives, supplies, and supports.
Force always encounters another force, to make it polarize, to choose one
over the other, and make enemies; power is associated with compassion and
makes people feel positive about themselves.
The Map of Conscious4 is a numerical scale whereby one can measure
positive from negative, power from force, and truth from falsehood, suggesting
different perspectives of consciousness levels. “Great works of art, music, and
architecture that calibrate between 600 and 700 [on the map] can transport us
temporarily to higher level of consciousness and are universally recognized
as inspirational and timeless.”5 This is where my travels took me, where my
real journey began to employ this power for the good of humankind, to do my
3.
4.
5.

Hawkins, Power vs. Force, 132.
Ibid., 68.
Ibid., 93.

work of architecture with power and to empower people and communities.
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The universality of arts and their embedded power was clearly illustrated with
a paint that had been developed especially to experiment with the power of
art. This was the work done by the dancer. She used a 10x10 canvas and
a giant Sumi brush, and by emotional and immediate gesture created the
work seen in figures 89 through 94. After creating the gestural painting, she
commented on her experience:
For me that experience was very moving because it is a onetime
art; I got one chance, one canvas, one paint brush, and one
moment. It is something that I had never done before … it was
also very fulfilling because at the end of that moment, that’s
it. And what you created is going to be perfect and beautiful
because that’s Art.6

6.

Dancer, conversation with author, 2015.
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Concept Piece
Zenga is an old Japanese art of drawing with black ink and a sumi brush.
Zenga conveys extensive healing aspects. I explored six symbolic icons,
representing the different spaces and functions within the Memphis
Community Arts Center via Zenga, experiencing self–release moments and
mind awareness (see figure 76).
Using Zenga and the concept of self-expression, I visited the Cooper Young
Festival, and the Church Health Center (both in Memphis) and asked
participants to express themselves through art (see figure 77). Different
expressions were drawn, symbolizing the creator’s self-status. The final piece
was developed with the assistance of a dancer, who experimented with large
scale Zenga art.

(Left Top) Figure 76. Spaces
Symbols. Symbolic icons based on
Zenga art.
(Bottom) Figure 77. Scroll of
Drawings.
Visual
survey
at
Memphis Hope and Healing Center.
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Cooper Young Festival
September 19,2015
With a scroll of brown paper, Chinese black ink, and a Sumi brush, I installed
a table with a banner that read “Draw Memphis As You Know It”, attempting
to survey Memphis through the eyes of Memphians.
The Cooper Young Festival is one of the biggest events in Memphis, where
people sell local arts incorporated with local music and food. People of different
ages, races, ethnicities, economic levels, and from different parts of the city,
were participating and expressing their own understanding of Memphis on
the scroll.
People participated for over three hours; sometimes I had people waiting in
line for their turn to draw. People approached Memphis in many different ways:
some of them appraised the city as their own family, music, food, landmarks,
and some saw themselves as Memphis.
Surveying Memphis through individuals’ thoughts gave me the understanding
that people have an eagerness to participate and to freely express themselves
with art. It showed me how people see their city, and how much we really need
the proposed Community Arts Center in Memphis (see figures 78 through 83).

Figure 78. Participant Drawing on
the Scroll at Cooper Young Festival.
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(Left Top) Figure 79. “Draw
Memphis as You Know It.”
Installation in Cooper Young
Festival.
(Left Bottom) Figure 80. Participant
at Cooper Young Festival.
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(Left) Figure 81. Art For Everyone.
Different ages, races, and economic
levels, loved to participate and
share their Memphis.
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(Left Top) Figure 82. Paint
Everywhere. Kids also like to draw.
(Left Bottom) Figure 83. Local
Participant. People were standing in
line to express their Memphis.
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Church Health Center
October 19, 2015
At the Church Health Center, participants were asked to draw and express
their immediate feelings. Different emotions and expressions were symbolized
on the scroll.
This exercise serves as a symbolic and visual illustration of personal feelings,
showing how people can express themselves through other media. It is
evident, the power of art as a healing tool (see figures 84 through 88).

Figure
84.
Donors
Plaque.
Evidence that people with empathy
can do more.
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(Left Top) Figure 85. Hope and
Healing Center. Church Health
Center, Memphis, TN.
(Left Bottom) Figure 86. Paint the
Feelings.
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(Left Top) Figure 87. Ink and Brush.
Participants express their feelings
by drawing.
(Left Bottom) Figure 88. Participant
Drawing on the Scroll. At Hope and
Healing Center.
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The Soul Image
November 20, 2015
An art work reflects the human soul on canvas. This visual survey forms a
better understanding of the relationship between the soul and art.
Using a custom-made bamboo brush with scenic paint, a dancer experienced
the work and expressed her immediate emotions through moments of
meditation, intertwining her soul with the canvas (see figures 89 through 94).

Figure 89. Dancer
Creating the artwork.

Interacting.
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(Left) Figure 90. Dancer Preparing
for Self Expressing. Moments of
self defining.
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(Left) Figure 91. Dancer Finding
Self.
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(Left) Figure 92. Dancer Light Touch
on Canvas.
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(Left Top) Figure 93. Dancer Using
the Bamboo Brush as an Extention
of Self.
(Left Bottom) Figure 94. Dancer
Melting with the Artwork.
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